poolside profile

In the lap of luxury

Designed for both exercise and leisure
With a sparkling, welcoming interior,
this luxurious lap pool is ready for use
throughout the year.
The 10-metre-long pool has a beautiful
glass tile in a shimmering pearl ﬁnish for its
interior, which adds elegance to the classic
design by Sean Lynch of Malibu Pools.
With the local environment in mind, a
concrete water tank was built beneath the
stone pool surrounds at the beginning
of the construction. This tank allows for
the automatic top-up of the pool and for
landscape irrigation by collecting excess
water from the pool deck and harvesting the
roof water.
The construction of the pool was slightly
more challenging than most, with restricted
access to the site and extra foundation
requirements needing to be completed.
During the earthworks, which included
removing an existing pool shell and piers, a
crane was used to bring machinery over the
home and onto the site.
Travertine tiles complete the project with
a timeless elegance. The natural marbling
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of this imported stone creates an earthy
balance to a striking stone courtyard with
views of the city.
The application of environmentally
sustainable design technology is an integral
part of Malibu Pools’s ethos. Specialising
in making creative designs that are
environmentally smart, the company has a
team of qualiﬁed, experienced designers
who offer complete pool and landscape
packages.
Concentrating on a limited number of
projects each year, Malibu Pools ensures
the highest level of service and quality with
each design and construction project. The
designers at Malibu Pools will create virtual
3D designs of each client’s project, with
all the chosen materials and landscaping,
allowing the clients an insight to the ﬁnished
product before construction has even
begun.
“The 3D program we use allows our
designers to create every detail of the
project and to swim through their new pool
before we start construction,” Sean says.
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Creating
ambience

Adding even more to a welllocated beachside resort
Creating even more ambience for this
great holiday location, Sean Lynch from
Malibu Pools designed this beautiful all-inone pool deck and spa for a Broadbeach
resort.
Designed to provide fun and relaxation for
all guests, the pool includes multiple play
benches, swim-outs and retreat areas for
everybody to enjoy. The heated spa spills
over the gold-ﬂeck stacked-stone feature wall
into the main pool, adding a touch of fun and
style to the design.
This project includes the latest in
smart pool technology combined with a
contemporary ﬂair for the resort market. This
means the pool and spa system will be a
pleasure to manage and use year-round.
Stainless-steel feature lights within the
pool and pathways add atmosphere to the
pool deck in the evening as well as provide
a brilliant water feature for those guests with
pool views.
Malibu Pools has more than 30 years of
design and construction experience, resulting
in innovative, smart and energy-efﬁcient
designs.
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Malibu Pools’s managing architect, Sean
Lynch, offers his clients unique Queensland
designs. His background in environmental
design allows for projects that are waterwise and energy-efﬁcient. These design
principles are utilised to create eye-catching
pools and landscapes that work with local
environments.
Malibu Pools specialises in environmentally
sensitive creations, incorporating all elements
of the brief into the one project. The company
has specialised architects and project
managers to offer package deals on all
projects in all environments.
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